Ways to order
If seated outside, please order at
the bar.
If seated inside, please order either
with your server or at the bar.

Hendricks

Gin Kitchen

Infused with Rose and Cucumber
Garnish - Cucumber strips

Surrey Hills award willing Gin crafted in an artisan
distillery near Dorking

Whitley Neill Blackberry

Gutsy Monkey

Blend of berries with juniper and citrus notes
Garnish - Lime

Full bodied and smooth with subtle citrus flavour and
aromatic highlights
Garnish - Lemon

Tanqueray Sevilla
A fresh, citrus gin flavoured with orange essence,
inspired by ripening oranges of Seville
Garnish - Orange

Blushing Monkey Pink

Malfy Limone

A floral gin combined with sweet notes and a hint of
spice. Changes colour to blush pink with the addition
of tonic!
Garnish - Lemon

A refined and zesty citrus gin with a hint of juniper
Garnish - Lemon

Thundry Hills Gin

Silent Pool

Small batch distilled at 500 year old Thundry Farm in
the Surrey Hills since 2017

Incredibly popular Surrey Hills gin handcrafted with
24 botanicals. Floral layers of lavender and chamomile
Garnish - Orange

Silent Pool Rare Citrus
Silent Pool’s orange gin, delighfully crisp and
refreshing with a subtle sweetness
Garnish - Orange

Silent Pool Rose Expression
A fresh rose fragrance combined with botanicals
for a well balanced gin
Garnish - Lemon

Original
A rich tasting gin with notes of sweet orange and
warming oak bark aroma
Garnish - Orange

P.M.
A fruity gin combining ripe pears and an underlying
mango splash
Garnish - Lime

Sanctuary
Citrus and pine gin built over complex notes of
elderberry and a hint of lemon
Garnish - Lime				

Service charge not included, all tips go to our team

our suppliers &
the environment
Where possible we source locally
across the Surrey Hills. We’re proud
members of the Sustainable
Restaurant Association.

All our gins are best
paired with Fever Tree Tonic,
please ask the team for
options and pricing
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the queen stage
Eat - Drink - Explore - Sleep
Where outdoors becomes indoors, great
grub, independent drinkery champions
of two wheels & the great outdoors.
Join a revolution at thequeenstage.co.uk
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